Quiz for 8-10 grades
I am walking the streets of Moscow

1. What Slavic tribe lived on the territory of Moscow before?
2. When was Moscow first mentioned in the chronicle?
3. In which museum is the Cap Monomakh kept?
4. What is the real name of St. Basil's Cathedral?
5. Why Moscow in the old days was called «white stone» ?
6. What did people do in the old days on the Place of Execution?
7. Which Cathedral is considered the main cathedral of the Russian State?
8. When did the King-bell call?
9. Where on September 1, 1812, the military council, on which it was decided to
leave Moscow, pass?
10.Name the oldest square in Moscow.
11.In honor of which Russian tsar Alexander Garden was named?
12.What is depicted on the coat of arms of Moscow?
13.What was the name of the first printing house opened in Moscow?
14.Where does the expression "scream for the whole Ivanovskaya» come from?
15.Because of what is called the Faceted Chamber of the Kremlin?
16.Why was the Manezh building intended before?
17.When was the Moscow Zoo founded?

Moscow and Muscovites
1 Name the prince — founder of Moscow.
2 To whom grateful Russia put a monument on the Red Square?
3. Name the scientist, the founder of Moscow University
4. Name the Muscovite, poet, author of the words of the anthem of Russia.
5 Name the icon painter, the author of the famous icon "Trinity".
6. Name the master who created the Tsar Cannon.
7. Name the poet of the twentieth century who caroled the Moscow Arbat.
8. At what prince did the Kremlin become stone?
9. Who blessed Dmitry Donskoy before the Battle of Kulikovo?
10. Which Field Marshal held the famous council in Fili?
11. Name the architect, the author of Uspensky Cathedral of the Kremlin
12. Who printed the first book "Apostle" in Moscow?
13. Who established the first Moscow pharmacy?
14. Name the Muscovite, the only undefeated chess champion in the world.

Geography of Moscow
1. Name the hills on which Moscow stands.
2. What was the name of the village, on which place Moscow originated?
3. Name the largest square of Moscow
4. Name the main Moscow’s front street of the XVII century.
5. Name the highest tower of the Moscow Kremlin.
6. What was the name of the hill, on which the Kremlin was built?
7. Name the street of Moscow, which used to be a river.
8. Where did the foreigners settle in Moscow in the XVII century ?
9. Where does the world's longest railway start in Moscow?
10.Which railway station in Moscow was built first?
11.Name the first pedestrian street in Moscow
12.Which name originated earlier: the Moscow-river or Moscow-city?
13.What was the name of the very first street in Moscow?
14.From what word, according to one version, did the name "China-city"
come about?
15.How was Red square called until the middle of the XVII century?
16.Which highways in Moscow do not have a beginning and the end?
17.Where is the border of Moscow passing today?

How much, how many, how
much?

1. How many theaters are located on Teatralnaya Square?
2. How many administrative districts in Moscow?
3. According to the legend, Moscow stands on the hills. How many of them?
4. How many towers do Moscow Kremlin walls have?
5. How many boulevards does the Boulevard ring have?

The Art of Moscow
1. Who created the first gallery of Russian painting?
2. In what Cathedral was the realm of the Russian tsars?
3. How was the first Moscow manuscript newspaper called?
4. Name the first higher institution in Russia.
5. Name the oldest existing monasteries of Moscow.
6. What passenger transport in Moscow is the oldest?
7. What is the first line of Moscow Metro
8. Name the first Museum of Moscow.
9. When was the first public Theatre in Moscow created?
10.Where was the first Observatory in Russia?
11.What patron family in Moscow was associated with the appearance of
the toys "Russian Matryoshka Doll"?

